
We care about your project
custom solutions development



ABOUT US
Phi Drive is an Italy-based startup founded in 2013. Among its 
achievements, Phi Drive counts already with a number of patents and 
highly innovative products as rotating piezoelectric motors. 

Phi Drive’s technicians, researchers and engineers give design and 
consultancy support for the realization of high-precision customized 
solutions. Fields of interest include military, aerospace and automation.

The technical skills and creativity of Phi Drive have been 
awarded in 2013 with the “Premio Nazionale per l’Innovazione” 
(National Award for Innovation), the “Premio dei Premi” (Award 
of Awards) and “Seal of Excellence from H2020 EU Innovation 
Programme”

PHI DRIVE ACTIVITIES

- HIGH-PRECISION DRIVES 

- MECHANICAL DESIGN

- FEM ANALYSIS

- PROJECT MANAGEMENT



HOW WE OPERATE

CUSTOMER’S REQUEST

New requests development

Reduction of time-to-market

High performance

Cost reduction

DESIGN

IDEAS

FEM/CFD
SIMULATION

EXPERIMENTAL & 
VALIDATION TESTS

PROTOTYPING

OPTIMIZATION

INDUSTRIALIZATION
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WHAT WE DO

DESIGN ROTARY ACTUATORS

Phi Drive has developed a new generation 
of high precision rotary actuators. 

Characterized by high torque/mass and 
torque/volume ratios, Phi Drive actuators 

develop a high efficiency without the use of 
lubricants

We are focused on the development 
of customized solutions, where novel 

concepts find a potential market, 
from the feasibility study, to the 

industrial prototype. 

FEM ANALYSIS

Our strengths are the use of 
advanced computational tools, 

known as FEM, to deal with: 
structural analysis, electromagnetic 

and aerodynamic problems. 



DESIGN

Phi Drive’s customized designs are the result of an 
innovation and opportunity-guided process. 

Our team is able to combine their solid experience in the 
engineering field, gained through years of collaboration 
of our researchers with the Institute of Industrial 
Technologies and Automation from the National Research 
Council ( ITIA-CNR).

Our engineering activities are based and focused on 
the development of customized solutions, where novel 
concepts find a potential market.
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FEM ANALYSIS

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a cutting-edge computer simulation technique applicable to many areas of engineering. 
It allows to describe a real system in an accurate and reliable way, in order to be able to derive the physical quantities of interest in a short time. 
Depending on the application, these quantities may be displacements, temperature, stress, strain, electrical/magnetic fields, pressure, etc…
In Phi Drive we are specialized in:

Structural static analysis of metallic 
components/structures: stress analysis;

Structural static analysis of mechanisms with 
gears, springs, bearings and relative contacts 
(ex. clamps, brakes, cams),tress analysis;

Structural dynamic analysis of metallic 
components/structures: resonance, vibration 
modes, frequency response;

Structural dynamic analysis of mechanisms 
with gears, springs, bearings and relative 
contacts (ex. clamps, brakes, cams), stress 
analysis, frequency response.
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Fluid dynamic static analysis of turbines, fans 
and other rotating components, interacting 
with stationary or porous elements (ex. grids, 
filters, etc.)

Fluid dynamic static analysis of aerodynamic 
bodied (spoiler, turbine profiles, bridge 
sections, etc..) and bluff bodies (fuselages,...). 



ROTARY ACTUATORS

Phi Drive has developed a new generation of high precision rotary actuators. Characterized by high torque/mass and torque/volume ratios, 
Phi Drive actuators develop a high efficiency without the use of lubricants.

Our actuators work by using innovative mechanisms which have originated a number of patents. The innovation of our mechanisms is based 
on the exploitation of the elastic deformation of materials.

A new concept of actuators
high precision with green soul



REFERENCE SECTOR

MILITARY AEROSPACE INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

OPTICS METROLOGY MEDICAL



OUR TEAM

Nicola Lussorio CAU
Phi Drive Co-Founder & CEO
Pre2Pos Project Coordinator

E-mail: cau.nl@phidrive.eu 
Tel: +39 039 6250971

Stefano SEGHEZZI
Phi Drive Project Business 
Manager

E-mail: seghezzi.s@phidrive.eu
Tel: +39 039 6250931

Flavia BUONANNO
Phi Drive Project Engineer 
Structural Analyst

E-mail: buonanno.f@phidrive.eu 
Tel: +39 039 6250981

Paolo ROBERTO
Phi Drive Mechatronic
Junior Engineer

E-mail: roberto.p@phidrive.eu 
Tel: +39 039 6250980

Alberto Federico SETTE
Phi Drive Aeronautical and Aerospace 
Junior Engineer

E-mail: sette.af@phidrive.eu
Tel: +39 039 6250981
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CONTACTS PHI DRIVE SRL

PHI DRIVE Srl

Via Bolzano 1E 
20871 Vimercate (MB)
Tel. +39 039.625091

sales@phidrive.eu
www.phidrive.eu

ADDRESS WEB MAIL

mailto:sales@phidrive.eu
http://www.phidrive.eu/contatti/
https://www.google.it/maps/place/Via+Bolzano,+1,+20871+Torri+Bianche+MB/@45.5930437,9.360217,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4786b72ba54ffa4f:0xe88e41640daa4c12!8m2!3d45.5930437!4d9.3624057


COMESTERO SISTEMI GROUP
FOUR COMPANIES, ONE GROUP

Comestero Sistemi SpA

Since 1976, specialized 
in the production and 

commercialization 
of electrical and 

electromechanical 
components. 

www.comestero.com

Penta Group Srl

Since 1999,specialized 
in customization and 
assembly of electrical 
and electromechanical 

components.

www.pentagroupsrl.it

NSF Controls Ltd.

Since 1948 in England,  
is leader in Europe 

for the production of 
rotary and open frame 

solenoids.

www.comestero.com

Phi Drive Srl

Start up founded in 2013 
develops linear and 

rotary drives compatible 
with piezoelectric and 
pneumatic actuators.

www.phidrive.eu



NUMBERS OF COMESTERO SISTEMI GROUP
EMPLOYEES, HEADQUARTERS, PRODUCTION SITES E COMMERCIAL OFFICES

153 EMPLOYEES
In Italy and UK

4 OFFICES
3 in Italy and 1 in UK

3 PRODUCTION SITES
In Europe

29 COUNTRIES 
Commercial network



CONTACTS COMESTERO SISTEMI GROUP

COMESTERO SISTEMI SpA - HEADQUARTERS
Via Bolzano 1E - 20871 Vimercate (MB) - Italy
Ph. + 39 039 625091 - Fax +39 039 667479
info@comestero.com - www.comestero.com

BRANCH OFFICE - CITTADELLA (PD)
Via Dante Alighieri 50 - 35013 Cittadella (PD) - Italy
Ph +39 049 5979590 - Fax +39 049 9481461
infopd@comestero.com - www.comestero.com

PENTA GROUP SRL
Via Ciucani 17 - 20876 Ornago (MB)
Ph. +39 039 6612820 - Fax + 39 0396880435
info@pentagroupsrl.it - www.pentagroupsrl.it

NSF Controls Ltd
Ingrow Bridge Works - Halifax Road, Keighley
West Yorkshire BD21 5EF - England
Ph. +44 1535 661144 - Fax +44 1535 661474
info@nsfcontrols.co.uk - www.nsfcontrols.co.uk

PHI DRIVE SRL
Via Bolzano 1E - 20871 Vimercate (MB) - Italy
Ph. + 39 039 625091 - Fax +39 039 667479
sales@phidrive.eu - www.phidrive.eu
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THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION

Phi Drive Srl Team 
Company of Comestero Sistemi Group 


